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Effectiveness With Clients
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There are two 

categories of 

childhood 

wounds…

Childhood Wounding
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From unmet 

physical safety 

needs

Childhood Wounding
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From unmet 

emotional 

needs

Childhood Wounding
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…on two continuums

How well emotional needs and safety 

needs are met by parents can be rated…

Childhood Wounding
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Met Very Well Not Met at All

Not Met at AllMet Very Well

Emotional Needs

Safety NeedsPhysical

Childhood Wounding
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Not Met at AllMet Very Well

Not Met at All

Met Very Well Not Met at All

Not Met at AllMet Very Well

Emotional Needs

Safety NeedsPhysical

Physical 

Safety 

Needs

Emotional Needs

Childhood Wounding
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Emotional Needs

Physical 

Safety 

Needs

Childhood Wounding

Not Met at AllMet Very Well

Not Met at All
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Emotional Needs

Physical 

Safety 

Needs

Column 4

 Emotional needs were 
rarely met well

 Caregivers evoked 
significant emotional 
stress

 Felt significant insecure 
and/or disorganized 
attachment to primary 
caregivers

Column 3

 Emotional needs were 
seldom met well

 Caregivers evoked 
emotional stress

 Felt insecurely attached 
to primary caregivers

Column 2

 Emotional needs were 
inconsistently met well

 Caregivers could 
occasionally soothe 
emotional stress

 Felt somewhat securely 
attached to one or more 
primary caregivers

Column 1

 Emotional needs 
were consistently
met well

 Caregivers soothed 
emotional stress

 Felt very securely 
attached to primary 
caregivers

Childhood Wounding

Not Met at AllMet Very Well

Not Met at All
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Physical

Safety 

Needs

Emotional Needs

Not Met at AllMet Very Well

Not Met at All

Childhood Wounding
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Physical

Safety 

Needs

Emotional Needs

Not Met at AllMet Very Well

Not Met at All

Row 1

 Environment was very safe
 Very protected and empowered

Row 2

 Environment was mostly safe
 Somewhat protected/empowered

Row 3

 Environment was mostly unsafe
Mostly unprotected/powerless

Row 4

 Environment was very unsafe
 Very unprotected and powerless

Childhood Wounding
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Physical

Safety 

Needs

Emotional Needs

Not Met at AllMet Very Well

Not Met at All

Attachment

Wounding

Childhood Wounding
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Attachment Wounding

Parental…

 Rejection

 Contempt

 Enmeshment

 Misattunement

 Emotional Neglect

Childhood Wounding
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Physical

Safety 

Needs

Emotional Needs

Not Met at AllMet Very Well

Not Met at All

Attachment

Wounding

Trauma Wounding

Non-Relational & Relational

Childhood Wounding
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House fire

Tornado

Earthquake

Hurricane

Sports injury

Childhood Wounding

Non-Relational Trauma Wounding
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Non-Relational Trauma Wounding

Emotional Needs Met

Childhood Wounding
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Non-Relational Trauma Wounding

Emotional Needs NOT Met

Childhood Wounding
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Relational Trauma Wounding

Childhood Wounding
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Relational Trauma Wounding

Emotional Needs Met

Childhood Wounding
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Relational Trauma Wounding

Emotional Needs NOT Met

Childhood Wounding
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Physical

Safety 

Needs

Emotional Needs

Not Met at AllMet Very Well

Not Met at All

Attachment

Wounding

Trauma Wounding

Non-Relational & Relational

Primary 

Caregiver

Relational-

Trauma 

Wounding

Childhood Wounding
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Primary Caregiver Trauma Wounding

Parental…

 Sexual Abuse

 Abandonment

 Physical Abuse

 Physical Threats

 Failure to Protect

 Life-threatening Neglect

Childhood Wounding
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But the worst      

part may not         

be the trauma…

…it may be the 

broken attachment

Primary Caregiver Trauma Wounding

Why does 
daddy hate 

me?

Childhood Wounding
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Foundational Stability

Amygdala

 Our primitive reptilian 

brain—limbic system

 Threat detector

 Triggers fight, flee,         

or freeze response

 Doesn’t distinguish real 

from imagined threat
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Foundational Stability

Prefrontal Cortex

 Executive function

 Can distinguish real 

from imagined threat 

 Calms irrational fears

 Healthy adult self
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We start out in life with… 

 a strong desire to bond

 a healthy self-love

 an eagerness to      

learn and grow

But without the ability         

to self-soothe

Foundational Stability
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Ideally, we learn this         

from caregivers… 

…who help us regulate 

painful emotions…

…over and over                        

again, throughout                   

childhood

Foundational Stability
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Foundational Stability

The more of these 

emotion-soothing 

events we have…

…the more we develop 

the neural architecture

we need to be able 

soothe ourselves
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So, by adulthood we enjoy foundational 

stability—able to live life with…

 secure attachments

 innate healthy self-love

 an eagerness to                                          

learn and grow, and

 a developed ability                                       

to self-soothe

Foundational Stability
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Foundational Stability

But if no one helps us regulate 

our painful emotions…

…foundational stability will           

not be established… 
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Foundational Stability

…because the neural 

architecture we need 

for self-regulation 

cannot develop
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So by adulthood, the resulting 

foundational instability drives…

 emotion dysregulation

 difficulties self soothing 

 dissociative defenses 

 and frequent triggers

Foundational Stability
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Very  StableVery 

Unstable

Foundational 

Stability

Foundational Stability

This has important treatment implications
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Neural Networks

A neuron is a brain cell

Lots of interconnected                         

neurons form a neural                         

network

They hold lots of                                

similar experiences… 

…to help us make interpretations
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Neural Networks

Childhood experiences get stored in neural 

networks, especially things like being…

 Praised or shamed

 Encouraged or discouraged

 Validated or invalidated

The more a childhood experience is 

repeated, the bigger the neural network
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Neural Networks

The brain holds 

neural 

networks of 

wounding 

childhood 

experiences 

from hurtful

connections… 

…and neural 

networks of 

affirming 

childhood 

experiences 

from loving 

connections
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Neural Networks

Mixed

Childhood

Mostly

Wounding

Mostly

Good
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Getting Triggered

Prior Experience Predicts Interpretation

 As we grow up, lots of similar experiences get 

stored in neural networks

 The more experiences are repeated, the bigger 

the neural network (Donald Hebb) 

 Child star tennis player

 Daily shame and humiliation

 Daily encouragement and support
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How Events Get Interpreted

Where did  
you get the 
numbers for 
this report?

Where did          
I put that 

source data?

Is he being 
hostile?

He doesn’t 
trust me. No 
one trusts me. 

Getting Triggered
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How Events Get Interpreted

I’m going to 
need another 
cup of coffee 
before I read 
your report.

More coffee?  
He must be  
tired this 
morning.

Is he 
expecting my 
report to be 

boring?

He’s going to 
hate it. I’ll 

never ever be 
good enough. 

Getting Triggered
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 Explains why some clients are instantly drawn 

to irrational negative interpretations…

 …even when a most adult self knows the 

interpretation is wrong

 This understanding can help validate, normalize, 

and neutralize misperceived threats

Getting Triggered

How Events Get Interpreted



EMDR
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ye 

ovement 

esensitization 

eprocessing

EMDR
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The founder of EMDR, Francine Shapiro, 

posited that the brain is hardwired for healing

Designed to naturally take                            

emotional turmoil to a place                        

of adaptive resolution…

…often during REM sleep

EMDR
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But this may not occur when an 

event overwhelms the system

Instead, the brain stores the 

experience unprocessed, with…

 the details of the story, and

 all the associated emotions              

and sensations

I’m 
dying

EMDR
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Because it’s unprocessed, it can  

get triggered in the future…

…when a new upsetting event 

connects to the old trauma… 

…often unconsciously

Triggering the earlier painful 

emotions and sensations

I’m 
dying

EMDR
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The trauma memory is frozen in time, 

unable to connect to adaptive information

EMDR resolves the trauma by linking a 

trauma memory to adaptive information

EMDR
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EMDR

EMDR is unique in it’s use of 

alternating bilateral stimulation

It can be applied with…

 rapid back and forth EMs

 alternating bilateral tactile

 alternating auditory stimulation
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EMDR can be remarkably effective 

at healing trauma wounding

EMDR
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EMDR is especially helpful when…

 targeting a single incident trauma

 in a foundationally stable client

 and the needed adaptive information 

is simply…

“It’s over—I’m safe now”

EMDR
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We get the fastest results treating

foundationally stable clients… 

…who were able to                         

self-soothe until a                             

traumatic event…

…overwhelmed and                       

destabilized them

EMDR
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If this occurs in adulthood, at a time 

of self-sufficiency…

…when the brain and personality are 

fully developed…

…EMDR will quickly                                       

restore pre-trauma                                       

stability

EMDR
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It’s harder to treat foundationally unstable

clients with attachment wounds formed…

 by repeated hurts over many years

 during a time of physical                         

and emotional dependence

 while the brain was                              

still developing

EMDR
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Shapiro believed EMDR can help these 

clients, if they showed…

 a capacity for self-regulation

 an ability to tolerate intense emotions 

 an ability to maintain dual awareness 

while revisiting a disturbance

EMDR
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The more foundationally unstable clients are…

…the less able they are to meet these criteria

Very 

Stable

Very 

Unstable

EMDR
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Clients who are 

foundationally 

unstable are great 

candidates for DNMS

EMDR



DNMS
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evelopmental 

eeds 

eeting 

trategy

Overview
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When a wounding 

experience happens 

in childhood…

Overview
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…a part of 

self can get 

stuck in time.

Overview
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In adulthood, 

those child 

parts can get 

triggered…

Overview
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In adulthood, 

those child 

parts can get 

triggered…
…bringing 

painful 

emotions 

from the 

past, to the 

present 

moment.

Overview
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Therapy 

Goal…

…to help 

wounded 

parts heal…

Overview
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…stay in 

their most 

adult self…

…so clients 

can more 

easily…

Overview
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…and, so 

that… 
…unwanted 

behaviors, 

beliefs, and 

emotions 

diminish. 

Overview
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Overview



70

Overview
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Overview
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Overview
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Overview
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Overview
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Overview
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Overview



77

Overview



78

Overview
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To stabilize wounded 
child parts…

…Resources meet 
attachment needs

This helps heal 
attachment         
wounds 

Overview
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We all have parts of self –

both healthy and wounded

Wounded parts are often 

child parts

Healthy parts are often 

mature adult parts

Parts of Self
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Our healthy parts live 
in the present

Hold positive beliefs 
about self and world

Engage in desirable and 
appropriate behaviors

Parts of Self
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Our healthy parts form 

during consistently loving, 

attuned relationships…

…especially in childhood…

…especially with parents

Parts of Self
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In contrast, wounded parts of self

form in reaction to…

 overwhelming                            

traumatic events

 consistently                                  

wounding                                      

relationships 

Parts of Self
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They are stuck in the past

Stuck in painful emotions

Hold negative beliefs about 
self and world

Engage in unwanted and 
inappropriate behaviors

Parts of Self
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And while most are child 
parts, some are wounded 
adult parts

Either way, wounded    
parts drive most unwanted 
behaviors, beliefs, 
emotions, and urges that 
bring clients to therapy

Parts of Self
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 wounded parts

 conflicts between 

wounded parts

 parts that get 

frequently triggered

Clients with lots of significant childhood 
wounds will have many…

Parts of Self
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The Self System

Self-system is your 

“family” of ego states

All your healthy AND 

wounded parts of self in 

relation to each other

Parts of Self
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Healthy ego states 

have internal 

communication 

that’s…

 open, and 

 cooperative

E

Parts of Self
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Moderately wounded ego states 

have internal communication 

that’s problematic

 Lack of internal            

cooperation

 Difficulty resolving                  

internal conflicts 

E

Parts of Self
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Severely wounded ego states 

have internal communication 

that’s very problematic

 Minimal or                                 

non-existent

 Internal conflicts             are 

unresolvable

E

Parts of Self
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Ego states may 

exist in… 

 Harmony

 Conflict 

 Isolation

At the same time

Parts of Self
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Ego state therapy aims to help…

 individual ego states                     

heal, and

 relationships between                    

ego states heal

This is healthy ego state integration

Parts of Self
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As this integration occurs…

 ego state boundary 

permeability increases 

 so ego states can         

resolve internal             

conflicts

Parts of Self
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I’m 
worthless

I’m 
worthwhile

I’m     
not safe

I’m safeExecutive Control refers 

to who’s front and center 

 Single wounded part

 Single healthy part

 Shared control

Different points of view

Parts of Self
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Executive Control When Not Triggered 

Parts of Self
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Executive Control When a Little Triggered 

Parts of Self
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Executive Control When Moderately Triggered 

Parts of Self
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Executive Control When Very Triggered

Parts of Self
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Executive Control When Very Very Triggered

Parts of Self
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Wounded parts are somewhere on a 

dissociation continuum

Very 

Dissociated

A Little 

Dissociated

Parts of Self

Dissociation Continuum



DNMS

Advance

Preparation
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Mobilize Resources

We help clients mobilize internal Resources

The three Resources are…

 Nurturing Adult Self

 Protective Adult Self

 Spiritual Core Self

Together they form a Healing Circle team
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Mobilize Resources

Resources can provide client’s 

needed compassion, wisdom, 

empathy, reassurance, and 

advice, at any time,                    

for any topic…

 during sessions

 between sessions
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Mobilize Resources

If you believe in a higher power, it’s the part 

of self that resonates with love from the 

higher power

Some people call it the soul.

It is pure, resilient, and whole; it can’t be 

wounded 

May have existed before the body arrived 

and may exist after the body dies

Spiritual Core Self 
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Mobilize Resources

Spiritual Core Self 

 Feels a sense of interconnectedness to all beings

 Feels a sense of completeness and wholeness

 Helps us feel a sense of safety and invulnerability

 Has no ego, no struggles

 No desires or aversions

 Unconditional, effortless kindness and compassion
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Mobilize Resources

Clients mobilize this 

by focusing on a peak 

spiritual experience…

…while we read a 

special guided 

meditation

Spiritual Core Self 
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Mobilize Resources

Nurturing Adult Self

A state of mind that 

can competently 

nurture a loved one
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Mobilize Resources

Protective Adult Self

A state of mind that 

can competently 

protect a loved one
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Mobilize Resources

Nurturing & Protective Adult Self

They are not superhuman

They have needs

They are imperfect

They are vulnerable

They can experience the            

full range of emotions
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Mobilize Resources

Nurturing & Protective Adult Self

But they can 

 meet their own needs

 manage their own  

vulnerabilities

 learn and grow from              

their mistakes

 regulate their own emotions
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Mobilize Resources

Nurturing & Protective Adult Self

Two guided meditations 

are used to connect to 

these Resources

Both are based on a 

single list of 24 caregiver 

skills and traits
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Mobilize Resources

The List of Caregiver Skills & Traits

 Empathic

 Compassionate

 Understanding

 Accepting

 Patient

 Nurturing

 Warm

 Open

 Able to attune

 Good at listening

 Good with boundaries

 Reliable

 Trustworthy

 Confident

 Respectful

 Appropriately responsible

 Problem-solver

 Action-taker

 Decision-maker

 Logical

 Strong

 Courageous

 Protective

 Grounded/Centered
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Mobilize Resources

Nurturing & Protective Adult Self

While reading the meditation, the client focuses 

on a familiar relationship or event with a loved 

one, when caregiver skills are (or were)

 naturally, effortlessly, appropriately applied 

 at the same time

 while in an adult state of mind
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Mobilize Resources

Healing Circle Resource Team

Once all three 

Resources have 

been mobilized, 

we invite the 

client to bring 

them together to 

form a team
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Mobilize Resources

Healing Circle Resource Team

This team will be 

used to help 

wounded child               

parts heal
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The idea of a safe 

place to help clients 

manage painful 

emotions, has been 

around a long time

Establish a Special Safe Place
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While this may work well for some…

…it may be insufficient to calm 

dysregulated, dissociative clients 

with lots of wounded child parts

Establish a Special Safe Place
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DNMS Special Safe Place is different

It’s an imagined home base          

where wounded child parts                

can hang out and have fun

 A positive, nurturing place

 Populated with Resources

 Loving containment

Establish a Special Safe Place
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It’s a fun place with 

lots of interesting 

things to do, like…

 a scout camp

 a beach resort

 a mountain resort

 an amusement park

 a daycare center

Establish a Special Safe Place
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For example, if it’s  

a beach resort, it 

would have a beach, 

but it could also 

have…

Establish a Special Safe Place

a swimming poolhorseback ridinga tennis courta volleyball courta petting zoobike trailsa bowling alleya movie theateran art rooma reading rooma lodge with 

sleeping rooms

a dining hall with 

lots of great food
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Establish a Special Safe Place

It’s a place for 

wounded parts and 

Resources only

Clones of the 

Resources are 

present wherever 

child parts might 

want to hang out…
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Establish a Special Safe Place

…to provide any 

comfort, protection,  

or supervision that’s 

needed

And while this            

is technically an   

imaginary safe place…
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Establish a Special Safe Place

…the connection 

wounded parts         

will make with the 

Resources is real…

…bringing feelings of 

safety and comfort 

that are real
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A Special Safe Place could be…

a completely made up place, or

a place the client enjoyed visiting in 

the past—but only if it’s completely 

free of bad memories

Most importantly, it should feel safe, 

restful, and fun for children of all ages

Establish a Special Safe Place



DNMS

Stabilizing

Interventions
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I’ll show you the core steps to 

stabilizing a wounded part 

that was recently triggered

Getting Started
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We start by saying…

Connect to your Resources. Tell me when 

you’re connected.

Getting Started
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Once connected we say…

Take as long as you need to let that strengthen. 

Tell me when it’s strengthened all the way.

Getting Started
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We invite client to express…

I was giving a presentation to my 

sales team at work yesterday. I 

needed my boss to help me         

answer questions afterwards.

But he showed up late, spent               

the whole time texting, then           

left early. I’ve been super angry                

ever since. I can’t shake it.

Attune, Validate, Empathize 
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We verify this has 

actually triggered 

a wounded part

Did this trigger a 

wounded part?

Would you like to 

work on this today?

Yes

Attune, Validate, Empathize 
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Attune, Validate, Empathize 

We invite the part…

I’d like to invite           

to approach the 

Resources the part  

or parts that got 

triggered by your 

boss yesterday.
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Attune, Validate, Empathize 

When you’re 

ready, tell 

me what 

you notice.

May I speak            

to her?

YesShe’s 
here
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Attune, Validate, Empathize 

YeahWe lean in, smile, and 

talk in a soft, sweet, 

gentle, caring voice  

Welcome, I’m really      

glad you’re here!

I’m guessing               

you’ve been             

hurting a long time.
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Yeah

Attune, Validate, Empathize 

Can you tell me 

how old you are? 

So 14-yo, what 

kind of mood are 

you in?

Do you see or 

sense the 

Resources?

14
I’m 

angry
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I    
guess

Attune, Validate, Empathize 

Do they look 

good to you?

So 14-year-old,  

do the Resources 

understand why 

you’re angry?

What’s it like to 

notice that?

YeahGood
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Attune, Validate, Empathize 

We can deepen the connection to the 

Resources…

So 14-year-old, notice the Resources are here 

to love and support you. They don’t need you 

to feel any differently than you do right now.

Feel free to stay angry as long as you need to. 

They’re not here to talk you out of feeling that 

way. They’re just here to support you while 

you feel whatever you need to feel. 
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Attune, Validate, Empathize 

Adding…

You’re wonderful and precious, deserving of 

tender, loving care. They want to take care 

of you, meet your needs, and help you feel 

safe and loved. What’s it like to notice that? 

It will probably feel really good!
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Attune, Validate, Empathize 

Next, we join with 

the Resources to 

attune, validate, 

and empathize        

as we listen               

to her story
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You’ve probably noticed I talk directly 

to wounded parts

There’s disagreement among ego state 

therapists about whether that’s wise

Most suggest we should support a 

client in talking to her own child parts

Attune, Validate, Empathize 
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They fear a direct wounded part-

therapist dialogue could lead to… 

more dissociation/fragmentation

and an unhealthy dependence 

on the therapist

I imagine some flavors of direct 

contact could lead to this

Attune, Validate, Empathize 
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I’ve observed wounded parts… 

 want direct contact

 want to express their 

emotions out loud, and

 feel relief when a nurturing 

therapist fully understands

Talk to 
me!!

I feel 
afraid

Attune, Validate, Empathize 

Thank 
you!!
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But their most powerful healing comes when 

they connect to vetted Resources, which…

 increases co-consciousness

 promotes self care

 and discourages                                            

dependence on                                   

the therapist

Attune, Validate, Empathize 
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Most wounded child parts do not 

understand they’re in an adult body…

…with all the power, safety, and 

choices that adulthood brings now

We can help them self-discover the 

good news!

Orient to Present Time
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So 10-yo, living with your abusive step dad 

had a beginning, a middle, and an end. How 

many years has it been since it ended?

Hmmm, 30 years? Wow!

Right. And when are you going to live with 

him again?

Never!

Orient to Present Time
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So 5-yo, if your mean Mom wanted to move 

in with you right now, and do all those bad 

things again, would you have to let her?

I’d tell her no, she can’t live with me.

Could you tell her that when you were 5?

No. I was stuck with her.

What’s it like to think about that?

Awesome.

Orient to Present Time
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Orient to Present Time

So 2-yo, picture yourself walking room to 

room in your current home. Tell me when you 

get to the room where your parents sleep.

Hmmm. Oh. They don’t live with me.

Well, where do they live now?

Texas

How long would it take to drive there? 

Wow! About 2 days.
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So little one, look at 

your hands. What do 

you see?

Lady hands

Were you expecting 

to see adult hands?

Not really.

Orient to Present Time
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Do you see that wedding ring?

Yeah.

What does it mean?

I guess I’m married.

Were you married               

back then, when all that             

bad stuff happened?

Hmmmm. No. 

Orient to Present Time
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We ask as many 

questions, as needed, 

until the “light goes on”

Some parts get it         

right away

Others need lots               

of questions

Orient to Present Time
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This intervention 

helps wounded parts 

self-discover their 

adulthood power

Orient to Present Time

Adult Body Intervention
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Orient to Present Time

So 14-year-old, 

look in this mirror.
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Orient to Present Time

So 14-year-old, 

look in this mirror.
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So 14-year-old, 

look in this mirror.

Touch your chin. 

Do you see that’s 

your adult hand on 

your adult chin? 

Orient to Present Time

Yes
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Orient to Present Time

Wiggle your fingers. 

Do you see those          

are your adult             

fingers wiggling?

Is this what you 

expected to see?

Will answer                

YES or NO

Yes
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Orient to Present Time

I can       
take care           
of myself          

now

YesIf YES…

So 14-year-old, 

tell me how being 

in a grown-up 

body now, is 

better than being 

in a 14 year old 

body back then?
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Orient to Present Time

NoIf NO…

So 14-year-old, 

let’s talk about 

what that means.  

As a teen your 

parents were 

very important, 

weren’t they?

Yeah
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Orient to Present Time

You needed them to 

provide a home to live 

in, food to eat, clothes 

to wear, books to read.

You were still too young 

to provide these things 

for yourself. Right? 

Right
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Orient to Present Time

But now that you’re in an adult 

body, do you still depend on 

them for these things? 

Who pays for your home now?

Who buys your food now?

Who buys your clothes now?

Who buys your books now?

I do!No
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Orient to Present Time

So 14-year-old, do you see 

you have power now that 

you didn’t have at 14?

What’s it like to                        

think about this?

We could add BLS here

Yes!
It’s a 
relief!
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Orient to Present Time

Most wounded parts will be surprised         

to see an adult face in the mirror—some 

more than others

The main goal of this intervention is to 

show child parts they have power now
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Our brains can record…

 a single devastating event

 a series of similar wounding events

 and all kinds of wounding messages

Here’s why this matters… 

Explain About the Recording
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Getting Triggered

When we’re        

very wounded              

by someone…

…especially by 

someone very 

important to us…

You’re 
such an 
idiot!
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Getting Triggered

…the brain makes 

a recording of it

You’re 
such an 
idiot!
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Getting Triggered I’m 
unlovable!

I’m 
miserable!

The recording and associated 

negative beliefs and painful 

emotions…
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…get saved in an in-box, 

until the wound gets healed

Getting Triggered
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You’re so 
stupid!

If it doesn’t get healed…

…a similar stressful 

event later in life…

…can press              

PLAY on the                    

old recording

Getting Triggered
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…triggering a 

wounded part…

…and all the 

negative beliefs      

and emotions…

…stored with           

the recording

Getting Triggered

I’m 
unlovable!

I’m 
miserable!
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You’re so 
stupid!

The emotions can 

be so intense…

…it can feel like           

the old event is 

happening now!

Even though              

it isn’t

Getting Triggered

You’re 
such an 
idiot!
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Triggered parts 

need to learn that, 

what FEELS now 

like a vivid threat…

…from a time    

they were young 

and powerless…

Explain About the Recording

You’re 
such an 
idiot!
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You’re 
such an 
idiot!

Explain About the Recording

…is actually just          

a completely 

harmless             

recording

The explanation         

might sound 

something like this…
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So 14-year-old, while you were having 

that very wounding experience with         

your Mom and Dad, your brain                

made a recording of it—like

Explain About the Recording

filming a home movie. And                             

that recording has been                            

inside you ever since. It                   

sounds like your boss’s
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Explain About the Recording

behavior at the sales meeting pressed PLAY 

on that old recording. As it played back, it 

evoked in you all the same painful   

emotions your parents evoked.             

Right? The intensity of these 

emotions can create the illusion 

that the recording is just as real 

and just as important as your

Right
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parents were back then. It can create the 

illusion that the old experience is still 

happening and still relevant right               

now. But it isn’t. 14-year-old,

Explain About the Recording

Wow! 
Really?

you’re not reliving that old 

bad experience, you’re just 

reliving your reaction to it. 

What’s it like to hear that?
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So 14-year-old, ask the 

Resources if they believe 

the old recording can hurt 

you now, like your Mom 

and Dad hurt you back 

then. What do they say?

What’s it like to hear that?

Explain About the Recording

It’s a 
relief!

They say 
it can’t
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Wrapping Up & Settling In

We get clues about how much 

a wounded part is coming out 

of trance from her…

comments

body language, and

 facial expressions
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Wrapping Up & Settling In

If it seems a wounded part is out  

of trance, we ask something like…

So 14-yo, is there anything else we 

need to talk about, or work on?

If so, we process the new concern 

or new elaboration of their story
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Wrapping Up & Settling In

Eventually, when there is 
nothing left to process, we 
check the triggering event

So 14-year old, now when              

you think about your boss’s 

behavior at the sales meeting, 

does anything seem different?

It doesn’t 
bother me
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Next we invite the wounded 

part to settle in to her 

Special Safe Place…

…so the client’s adult              

self can be fully front               

and center again

Wrapping Up & Settling In
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So 14-year-old, I’d 

like to help you get 

completely unstuck at 

the perfect time. I’m 

not sure when that will 

be, hopefully soon. 

Wrapping Up & Settling In
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In the meantime, I’m 

going to invite you to 

settle in to your Beach 

Resort. Is there anything 

you’d like to say or ask 

before you settle in?

You’re welcome!

Wrapping Up & Settling In

Thank 
you!
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Find a nice, cozy, safe 

place to settle in to 

your Beach Resort. 

Settle in with the 

Resources. Find a 

good place to rest and 

play, until the next 

time you’re needed.

Wrapping Up & Settling In
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Wrapping Up & Settling In

Finally we can check 

in with the adult self

You’d said you were 

super angry at your 

boss after the sales 

meeting, and couldn’t 

shake it. Does anything 

seem different now?
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Wrapping Up & Settling In

I’m still concerned about his 

inaction, but I’m not super 

angry any more. The sales 

team still needs his support. 

I feel confident I can go talk 

to him about it now without 

saying something I’ll regret.
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In Conclusion



Questions?


